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A photodissociation model

for the morphology of HI

near OB associations in

M33

– J.S. HEINER, R.J. ALLEN, O.I. WONG, AND P.C. VAN DER KRUIT –

Submitted for publication in The Astrophysical Journals Letters (2009)

We present an approach for analysing the morphology and physical properties of HI features
near giant OB associations in M33, in the context of a model whereby the HI excess arises from

photodissociation of the molecular gas in remnants of the parent Giant Molecular Clouds (GMCs).
Examples are presented here in the environs of NGC604 and CPSDPZ204, two prominent HII regions
in M33. These are the first results of a detailed analysis of the environs of a large number of OB
associations in that galaxy. We present evidence for “diffusion” of the far-UV radiation from the OB
association through a clumpy remnant GMC, and show further that enhanced CO(1-0) emission
appears preferentially associated with GMCs of higher volume density.

4.1 Introduction

It is widely accepted that stars form from molecular gas in galaxies, and that the largest stars form in
Giant Molecular Clouds (GMCs). Such massive stars produce prodigious quantities of far-UV (FUV)
radiation, that will react back on the parent GMCs producing photodissociation regions (PDRs) on
the cloud surfaces. Highly luminous PDRs very near to OB associations are a rich source of atomic,
molecular, and solid grain spectral features, especially in the IR, and several prominent cases (e.g.
the Orion region) in the Galaxy have been extensively studied both theoretically and observationally
(see e.g. the review by Hollenbach and Tielens, 1999). Less well appreciated is that HI atoms are
also produced in such PDRs in quantities sufficient to be detectable in 21-cm radio emission (see
Allen et al. (2004) and references cited there), and that this can occur in situations of much more
modest volume densities and far-UV fluxes than is usually required to produce detectable IR line
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54 A photodissociation model for the morphology of HI near OB associations in M33

emission. Furthermore, such relatively low-density PDRs are physically large, rendering them more
easily detectable by radio astronomy.

We present the first results of a study of HI features in the the environs of OB associations in M33
(NGC 598) in terms of this PDR model. We explain the observations in a consistent, simple physical
context, using a method motivated by the initial discoveries of Allen et al. (1986). Those authors pre-
sented evidence that large-scale spiral arm features in the HI distribution of M83 (NGC 5236), offset
from the dust lanes, were produced by photodissociation of H2. Allen et al. (1997) provided a quali-
tative analysis of similar features in M81 (NGC 3031), consistent with the occurrence of large-scale,
low-density HI PDRs connected to nearby bright FUV sources. They also suggested a more quan-
titative approach that was first used on M101 (NGC 5457) by Smith et al. (2000), based on a simple
equilibrium model for the physics of HI production in PDRs. This provided a new method for deter-
mining densities of molecular gas in star-forming GMCs of galaxies, a method that is independent
of the excitation conditions for specific molecular tracers. Using a combination of GALEX and VLA
data, essentially the same technique was applied to M81 (Heiner et al., 2008a) and M83 (Heiner et al.,
2008b). While evidence for the presence of widespread molecular gas in both galaxies was found, we
concluded that the molecular gas in the GMCs in M81 is generally of lower volume density. This is in
agreement with the fact that the CO emission is generally fainter in M81 and hence likely to be less
excited (e.g. Knapen et al., 2006).

The closer proximity of M33 allows for a much more detailed analysis than was possible for M81
and M83, and we are therefore carrying out an extensive study of the HI in the immediate environs
of OB associations in this galaxy in the context of the photodissociation model for HI production. As
an example of what can be accomplished with this approach, we analyse the HI in the immediate
surroundings of two prominent OB associations in M33: CPSDP Z204 (Courtes et al., 1987) and NGC
604. In the former case we model the HI as a function of depth into a nearby GMC in terms of the
“diffusion” of the far-UV radiation propagating into a clumpy medium. In both cases we determine
gas densities in the surrounding GMCs and compare the results to the appearance of CO(1-0) emis-
sion nearby. Both regions have in common that local metallicity measurements and CO detections
are available from the literature (Engargiola et al., 2003; Rosolowsky and Simon, 2008). We find that
the higher density clouds as determined by our method are more likely to show CO emission nearby,
in agreement with our earlier M83 results.

Our method and data are described in §4.2. The NGC 604 and CPSDP Z204 findings are pre-
sented in §4.3 and summarized in §4.4.

4.2 Method and Data

We have used a simple model of photodissociation physics to derive total hydrogen volume densities
in candidate PDRs in M33, as we did in Heiner et al. (2008a) and Heiner et al. (2008b). Every HI

“patch” in the immediate environment of the OB association is considered a candidate PDR. The
data entering into the calculation are: the measured far-UV flux of the OB association; the distance
from the association to the HI patch; the column density of the HI patch; the local dust-to-gas ratio;
and, some simplifying assumptions about the actual 3D geometry of the region.

The following basic parameters of M33 were used: We assume a distance of 847 kpc (Saha
et al., 2006). A UV foreground Galactic extinction correction of 0.33 was applied, appropriate for
the GALEX FUV band, after Schlegel et al. (1998) and Gil de Paz et al. (2007a).

The photodissociation-reformationequilibrium balance is highly sensitive to the local dust con-
tent, as it influences both the effective absorption cross section of the dust grains and the H2 forma-
tion rate coefficient. The dust-to-gas ratio δ/δ0 is normalized to the solar neighborhood value. We
derive its value directly from the metallicity 12+ log(O/H) as measured in the ionized gas of the OB
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Figure 4.1: Left panel: CPSDP Z204 at full resolution. The FUV image is overlaid with a selection
of HI contours. These contours (not background-subtracted) are at 3 and 4 ×1021 cm−2 only, and
were chosen to emphasize the morphology of the HI peaks. The noise level is about 2 ×1020 cm−2.
Stars mark the locations where the FUV fluxes were measured. The orange boxes are the locations
of the measured HI patches. Two diamonds mark the locations of CO detections by Engargiola et al.
(2003), at a resolution of 13′′ (50 pc). Right panel: Finding chart of the same region with letters (UV
sources) and numbers (HI patches) corresponding to the results in Table 4.1. The CO detections are
the diamonds near sources b and e. (A color version of this figure can be found in the appendix to
this thesis.)

associations by Rosolowsky and Simon (2008) after Issa et al. (1990), and assuming a solar metallicity
of 8.69 (Allende Prieto et al., 2001), according to:

logδ/δ0 = (12+ log O/H)HII − (12+ log O/H)⊙. (4.1)

We adopted NGC 604’s metallicity from Esteban et al. (2002) and CPSDP Z204’s metallicity from
Rosolowsky and Simon (2008).

The PDR model we applied comes from Allen (2004) with improved coefficients provided by
Allen et al. (2004):

NHI =
7.8×1020

δ/δ0
ln

[

1+
106G0

n

(

δ

δ0

)

−1/2
]

cm−2, (4.2)

where NHI is the (background subtracted) atomic hydrogen column density (in cm−2), G0 is the
incident FUV flux measured at the affected HI patch and n = n(HI)+2n(H2) atoms cm−3 is the total
hydrogen volume density. This gas is likely to be mostly atomic on the surface of the GMC and mostly
molecular deep inside the cloud. Allen et al. (2004) (their Appendix B) provide a full treatment of how
G0 is defined and derived. Heaton (2009, accepted to ApJ) recently proposed an improvement to this
model by taking into account a more realistic self-shielding function of molecular hydrogen based
upon multiple transitions instead of a single one. In that case, our computed volume densities need
to be multiplied by a factor (δ/δ0)0.2, or 0.9 in the case of NGC 604 and 0.8 in the case of CPSDP
Z204, well within our estimated level of uncertainty.

We used the publicly accessible GALEX FUV image of M33, which has a linear resolution of about
16 pc (4′′). The 21-cm HI radio image of M33 was obtained from David Thilker (2007, private com-
munication) and has a linear resolution of 20 pc (5′′). Noise levels are typically 2×1020 cm−2. At
these spatial scales we expect to start seeing more frequently the signature PDR morphology in the
HI features found near FUV sources. The radio data were taken with the VLA and have had short-
spacing maps obtained with the GBT added in. They are therefore photometrically accurate (within
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Figure 4.2: The average HI column density distribution of CPSDP Z204 patches 1 (circles) and 2
(squares) — see the finding chart in Figure 4.1. The dashed-dotted line represents an infinite edge fit
to patch 1 smoothed by the telescope beam. The dotted line is the expected underlying distribution
for photodissociated HI produced on the surfaces of a clumpy GMC as the FUV radiation diffuses
into it, and the solid line is the result of smoothing that distribution with the telescope beam. The
dashed line is the fit to patch 2, assuming that this HI patch is 3′′ wide in the direction of this plot
and hence only slightly resolved by our 5′′ beam. See text for more details of the models.

the noise). We adopt a local HI background level for each region, based on measurements of the HI

column densities away from the candidate PDRs. The background levels are measured on a scale of
typically 100 pc, and can be as high as 1×1021 cm−2. The remaining column density after subtrac-
tion of the background is then assumed to be produced entirely by photodissociation.

To apply the PDR model, we have generally followed the methods previously used in M81 and
M83. However, owing to the higher linear resolution, some further improvements have been made.
The UV sources at the center of each region are identified (to the extent that they are resolved), their
fluxes measured, and used to calculate a cumulative incident flux G0 on the HI patch of current in-
terest. No internal extinction correction was applied, for reasons outlined in Heiner et al. (2008a).
We measured the distances between the central UV sources and a number of nearby HI ’patches’,
defined as a local maximum in the HI column density. These patches were generally selected based
on their prominence in the image and/or their connection to available CO detections. In these mea-
surements we limited the distance between any UV source and any HI patch to 200 pc, which is
smaller than the cut-off of 400 pc we used previously, but more appropriate to the scale of the can-
didate PDRs we expect to see at this level of detail. At these separations, the FUV flux contributed
by the young clusters of OB stars has also dropped to about 1% of the local ambient UV flux, and the
additional HI contributed by those clusters will be difficult to distinguish in the noise and confusion
of the general HI background. The final result of the calculation on each HI patch is an estimate of
the total hydrogen volume density n in the GMC associated with that patch.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 HI morphology in the environs of CPSDP Z204

The HII region CPSDP Z204 (galactocentric radius 1.63 kpc) was included in several surveys — most
notably the one from which it derives its name (Courtes et al., 1987), but it does not appear to have
been singled out for individual study before. We have modeled the morphology of two particular HI

patches near FUV sources using PDR physics and simple models of the geometry of the GMCs.
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Table 4.1: Measurements of CPSDP Z204

CPSDP Z204
δ/δ0 0.38

FUV fluxes (10−15 ergs cm−2 s−1 Å−1) 6.03a , 6.73b , 9.61c , 3.72d , 10.9e

Nbg (1021 cm−2) 1.0
NH I (1021 cm−2) 4.61:abcd , 4.42:e , 3.63:abcd ,

(background-subtracted) 3.44:abcde , 3.25:abcd

G0 (cumulative) 0.871 , 0.652 , 0.453 , 7.204, 3.975

G/Gbg range 0.02−0.181 , 0.572 , 0.01−0.093 ,
0.13−1.654 , 0.05−0.515

n (derived, in cm−3) 181, 152, 163, 2954 , 1805

Fractional error range 0.26−0.36
A description of this table can be found in §4.3.1

We identified four FUV sources which define the center of Z204, and one additional source a
bit further away to the northwest as shown in Figure 4.1. We also located five HI local maxima.
The FUV fluxes are generally about ten times fainter than in NGC 604. CO emission detected by
Engargiola et al. (2003) can be seen in two locations, at a resolution of 13′′ or about 50 pc. The results
of our measurements of CPSDP Z204 are listed in Table 4.1. The letters and numbers in the finding
chart correspond with the superscripts of values in the table. The resulting total hydrogen volume
densities range from 15 to 295 cm−3. One of the CO detections, close to source b, is accompanied
by two HI patches (nos. 4 and 5) that yield the highest volume densities in the area. The other CO
detection, close to source e, does not correspond to a particular HI patch at the highest column
densities, but its presence indicates that there is molecular gas in the area.

The HI patches in the area are consistent with being the photodissociated edges of GMCs, either
unresolved or partially resolved, and illuminated by the central cluster of OB stars. To test this as-
sumption we have modeled two patches numbered 1 and 2 in the finding chart of 4.1. The average
HI column densities of these patches were measured along the line through the center of the patch
in the direction to the nearest cluster of UV sources. The column densities were averaged in thin
slabs of 1′′×12′′ oriented perpendicular to that line. Distances were deprojected in the case of patch
1 by a factor of 0.6 in order to obtain the separation ρHI in the plane of the galaxy. The resulting
average column densities are shown in Figure 4.2.

The density profile of patch 2 (squares) is the easiest to model. The patch seems unresolved
along the line of sight from the UV source, and barely resolved in the perpendicular direction. We
fitted the data to model of a simple rectangular HI patch of constant column density, convolved with
our 5′′ (radio) beam. The best result is achieved with a 3′′ × 9′′ patch with an intrinsic column density
of 7×1021 cm−2, not including a background level of 1.6×1021 cm−2. The volume density inferred
for the GMC underlying this patch is 15 cm−3 using the observed column density enhancement of
about 3×1021 cm−2 from Figure 4.2, but this decreases to 4 cm−3 after correcting the column density
for beam smoothing. Note further that the brightness temperature associated with such a level of HI

column density suggests that the HI is quite possibly optically thick, in which case the real column
density may be significantly higher. The extra “lump” of HI gas at about 100 pc distance from the
FUV source might be an indication that the GMC is somewhat “porous” to the UV radiation, which
has penetrated through holes in the GMC and produced more atomic hydrogen further from the
FUV source. A more elaborate version of this model will now be described for patch 1.
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Figure 4.3: Left panel: NGC 604 CO(1-0) image, reproduction from Tosaki et al. (2007). The mor-
phology of the warm dense molecular gas is clearly visible. Their CO(3-2) emission shows a similar
morphology, tracing high excitation areas. The cross marks the center of NGC 604. Right panel (same
scale): FUV (blue) and HI (red) qualitative image at arbitrary scale (not background-subtracted),
showing the distribution of atomic gas and young stars. The four boxes indicate the locations of se-
lect HI patches. The lighter ones are close to the CO emission peaks. (A color version of this image
can be found in the appendix to this thesis.)

Patch 1 looks resolved in Figure 4.2, but cannot be explained by a simple rectangular source as
we have done for patch 2; the HI distribution drops off too slowly on the right side, beyond about 100
pc (circles). The approximately exponential decrease at larger distances from the FUV source suggest
a model GMC which is porous to FUV radiation, with many unresolved molecular clumps embedded
in a lower-density medium (see e.g. Falgarone and Phillips, 1996). These molecular clumps will all
have photodissociated HI on their surfaces; it is this HI which we observe. The effective FUV optical
depth of such a medium is much lower than that expected for uniform gas.

We calculate first the FUV flux incident on the GMC at about 90 pc using the FUV luminosity of
the OB associations and the distance to the GMC. Beyond that point the FUV flux drops not only as
the square of the distance, but also with an extra internal “extinction”, proportional to e−κr . In this
case an opacity of κ= 0.024 pc−1 (optically thin) gives a reasonable fit. According to Hollenbach and
Tielens (1999), a clumpy medium that is essentially empty in the interclump regions has an effective
κe = p0κ0. The filling factor is approximately p0 = 0.003 for GMCs that have densities comparable
to what we are finding, which means that κ0 would be ≈ 8; this is consistent with the properties of
small, dense molecular clumps such as those found in the Orion Nebula.

The final step in our model is to smooth this source distribution with the 5′′ beam, resulting in
the solid line shown in Figure 4.2. We note that this model provides a good fit to the data (circles).

4.3.2 NGC 604

NGC 604 is the largest and most luminous HII region in M33 and a site of active star formation, situ-
ated at a galactocentric radius of 3.47 kpc. It consists of several clusters of O and B stars (Churchwell
and Goss, 1999), which are partially resolved in the GALEX image of NGC 604. The region is known
to contain molecular clouds of various sizes in a clumpy medium (Lebouteiller et al., 2006; Wilson
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Table 4.2: Detailed measurements of NGC 604

Rg al (kpc) 3.47
δ/δ0 0.63
FUV sources (J2000) 1h 34m 32.418s 30◦47′05.24′′a ,

1h 34m 33.302s 30◦47′07.28′′b ,
1h 34m 33.193s 30◦46′58.65′′c ,
1h 34m 31.982s 30◦46′53.02′′d ,
1h 34m 31.643s 30◦47′19.86′′e ,
1h 34m 32.437s 30◦47′05.24′′†

FUV fluxes (10−15 ergs cm−2 s−1 Å−1) 406a , 15.3b , 22.6c , 3.47d , 8.54e , 914†

Nbg (1021 cm−2) 0.97
NH I (1021 cm−2) 4.191:abcd , 2.632:ade , 2.983:abcd , 4.644:abcd ,

1.93†

G0 (cumulative) 7.401 , 6.062 , 10.533 , 6.934 , 15.21†

G/Gbg range 0.01 − 4.451 ; < 0.01 − 4.012; 0.01 − 6.273 ;
< 0.01−4.454 ; 6.49†

n (derived, in cm−3) 341, 1092 , 1393 , 224, 539†

Fractional error range 0.30−0.44, 0.26†

A description of this table can be found in §4.3.2.

and Scoville, 1992). Finally, Wilson and Scoville (1992) pointed out that M33 HI data implies that
NGC 604 has a relatively large mass fraction of atomic hydrogen, which may be the result of pho-
todissociation.

The molecular cloud structures implied by CO emission were studied in detail by Maíz-Apellániz
et al. (2004) with multi-wavelength observations of the spatial structure of NGC 604. They infer the
presence of large-optical-depth molecular clouds. A molecular cloud of particularly high density
was detected through its high CO(3-2/CO(1-0) ratio by Tosaki et al. (2007), where gas densities of
n(H2) ∼ 103

−104 cm−3 are inferred. This location, to the south-east of the dominant UV emission,
coincides with detections by Engargiola et al. (2003).

An alternative H2 estimate was provided by Israel (1997), who used HI combined with infrared
emission measurements. They find an H2 column density of 2.6× 1021 cm−2 in a 0.5 kpc2 area.
Radiatively excited H2 was previously detected in NGC 604 by Israel et al. (1989).

H2 absorption caused by diffuse molecular gas was measured by Bluhm et al. (2003) and then
by Wakker (2006). The latter finds H2 column densities of 1015 cm−2, requiring the clouds detected
this way to be at sub-parsec scale.

We now estimate molecular gas densities in NGC 604 using our model, and compare our results
with those obtained from CO maps.

A detailed view of NGC 604 in FUV and HI 21-cm radio emission is shown in the right panel of
Figure 4.3. The FUV emission (blue) is spread across the region, but it is strongest at the HII region
defining NGC 604. The atomic hydrogen (red) follows one of M33’s spiral arms, and appears to “wrap
around” to the east of NGC 604, forming a large HI structure of typical size 200 pc similar to those
structures first identified in M81 by Allen et al. (1997). The HI to the west of the arm drops below the
detection limit, but it is present at faint levels in lower resolution maps. A color version of this image
can be found near the back of this thesis. Five resolved OB associations were identified and their
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FUV fluxes measured. Four representative HI patches were selected as candidate PDRs, two of them
based on the detection of CO close to their locations. Table 4.2 lists the measurements of candidate
PDRs, taken in a similar fashion as in CPSDP Z204. The corresponding image and finding chart can
be found near the back of the thesis, Figure 22.

The resulting total hydrogen densities of the underlying GMCs vary from about 20 to 140 cm−3,
with the highest values corresponding to the two locations near the CO detections by Engargiola
et al. (2003). We have also analyzed the HI “envelope” around NGC 604 as if we had observed it’s
HI with a typical resolution of ∼ 100 – 200 pc, analogous to our earlier work on M101, M81 and
M83 (marked with a † in Table 4.2). At this linear resolution, the (smoothed) HI column densities
are lower, leading to higher GMC volume densities of typically 500 cm−3 estimated with a simple
application of the PDR model. However, the more detailed analyses we have provided in this paper
show that the true mean densities are likely to be significantly lower when a clumpy source geometry
and the effects of finite telescope resolution are included.

4.4 Conclusions
I. Using VLA observations of the 21-cm HI line and GALEX observations of the FUV emission,

along with a simple model for the photodissociation of molecular hydrogen on the surfaces
of GMCs, we have estimated total hydrogen volume densities in the GMCs surrounding the
two OB associations NGC 604 and CPSDP Z204 in M33.

II. We find values for the molecular gas densities in the parent GMCs near these OB associations
ranging from 15 to 540 cm−3. Regions with higher gas densities (& 100 cm−3) appear to be
correlated with the presence of CO(1-0) emission.

III. We explain the morphology of two HI patches in the environs of CPSDP Z204 using straight-
forward assumptions about the underlying geometry of the molecular gas. One patch appears
to be a slightly-resolved GMC. The other source was largely resolved; it can be modeled as a
clumpy molecular medium which is very porous, and therefore significantly more transpar-
ent to FUV emission than would otherwise be expected. In our model, the HI we are observing
is produced by photodissociation of H2 on the surfaces of these molecular clumps.

Our approach views the HI found in the environs of star-forming regions of galaxies to be a prod-

uct of the star formation process, not a precursor to it. The ability to model the morphology of HI

features in the environs of OB associations and to predict the appearance of CO emission as an ex-
citation effect related to higher volume densities in the parent GMCs are two results of this paper
which lend further support to this approach.
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